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Definitions

Logistics (CSCMP Council of Supply chain management professionals): Logistics is the process of planning,
implementing and controlling the efficient, cost-effective flow and storage of raw materials, in-process inventory,
finished goods and related information from the point of origin to the point of consumption for the purpose of
conforming customer requirements.

Containerization: transport systems based on large cargo-carrying containers ranging up to 48 feet long that can
be easily interchanged between modes of transport without needing re-handling their contents
Sea Ports ( Rodriguez, J.P): are points of convergence between two geographical domains of freight
circulation; the land and maritime domains. While the maritime domain can involve substantial
geographical coverage related to global trade, the land domain in related to the port's region and
locality. The term port comes from the Latin portus, which means gate or gateway.
Transhipment : the act of off-loading a container from one ship and loading it onto another ship.

Transportation (adapted from Apics), American Production Inventory Control Society):The function of planning,
scheduling and controlling activities related to mode, vendor and movement of goods and people.
Intermodality (European Commission): A characteristic of a transport system whereby at least two different
modes are used in an integrated approach in order to complete a door-2-door transport sequence
Physical distribution (Apics):The activities associated with the movement of material, usually finished goods or
service parts, from the manufacturer to the customer
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Ports & transport are impacted by
global changes
• Globalization of markets and economic reforms: trade
liberalization (increased sourcing alternatives)
• Development of international trade: increased demand for
transport services
• Increasing unitization: container trade = commodity trade
• The ever changing environment of technological innovation
(logistics)
• Scale and cost advantages
• More markets/ customers
• More markets / vendors
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Transportation & Globalization
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Container Throughput
(1980-2013, millions of TEU)
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Maritime transport chains
Maritime transport chain is most important in
this world of globalisation.
•Many connections are only possible via sea.
Competition from air / road is limited.
•Containerization spread around the globe
triggering changes in sea ports (emergence
of specialized container terminals) and other
transport modes (rail, road, SSS and inland
waterways)
•Liner Shipping is the hegemon of every
deep sea transport chain (generating
demand for other transport services)
•The route and port of entry into a continent
are important decisions influenced by what
companies want = expressed by SCM.
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Port operations used to be..

Contemporary terminal operations

Changing Role and Function of
Transport Terminals

Conventional
Small terminal surface
Direct transshipment possible
Limited mechanization and automation
Improvisation in terminal operations

Container
Large terminal surface
Indirect transshipment (modal separation
in time and space)
Advanced mechanization and automation
Organization and planning

Technical Changes in Container
Port Terminals
Standard Container
Port

Emerging Paradigm

Stacking density

1,000 to 1,200 TEUs per
hectare

2,000 to 4,000 TEUs per
hectare

Ship-to-shore gantry
crane productivity

About 30 movements per
hour

About 50 movements per
hour

Dwell time at
container yard

About 6 days

About 3 days

Truck turnaround
time

About 60 minutes

About 30 minutes

Rail access

In port area

On dock

Berthing depth

12 to 15 meters (40 to 50
feet)

More than 15 meters (50
feet)

Unraveling the Terminalization Concept
• Terminalization
• Growing influence of transport terminals in the setting and
operation of supply chains in terms of location, capacity
and reliability.
Type
Nature
Concept

Challenge
Outcome

Bottleneck-derived
Terminal as a constraint
Rational use of facilities to
maintain operational
conditions
Storage space, port call
frequency, gate access
Volume, frequency and
scheduling changes

Warehousing-derived
Terminal as a buffer
Incorporating the terminal as
a storage unit
“Inventory in transit” with
“inventory at terminal”
Reduce warehousing
requirements at distribution
centers

Transportation flow through
a container terminal

Characteristics of Freight Terminals
Infrastructure

Modal access (dock, siding, road), unloading areas

Equipment

Intermodal lifting equipment, storing equipment

Storage

Yard for empty and loaded containers

Management

Administration, maintenance, access (gates), information
systems

Trade
facilitation

Free trade zone, logistical services

Distribution
centers

Trans-loading, cross-docking, warehousing, temperature
controlled (cold chain)

Storage depot

Container depot, bulk storage

Container
services

Washing, preparation, repair

Core

Ancillary

Port Functions
• To provide services as a business partner of choice to the
port stakeholders, ports fulfill four key functions:
• Regulatory function: ensure that statutory requirements are
fulfilled
• The landlord function: focuses on managing and planning the
real estate, implementing policies and strategies for
development of infrastructure, providing access for road and
rail based transportation
• Operator function: engage in physical transfer of goods
between sea and land
• Stakeholder function: Community (“cluster”) manager

Port authorities Renaissance

Port authorities Renaissance (cont.)

Strategies Used by Port Authorities to Coordinate
container flows across the transport chain
Usage of incentives

Coordinate operations of freight actors.
Optimal usage of transport chains.

Inter-firm alliances

Vertical integration (along transport chains).
Horizontal integration (between competitors).
Alliance between a maritime shipping company and a
terminal operator (vertical).
Equipment / container pools (horizontal).

Organisational
scope

Vertical integration where an actor decides to penetrate a
new market.
A maritime shipping company involved in port terminal
operations.
A port authority developing an inland port.

Collective actions

Public / private partnerships to create logistics parks.
Each actor contributes within its realm of expertise.
Development of multiplying effects.

Ports in SCM: theory
•

•

Consistent with the spread of the new paradigm by which “real
competition is not company against company but rather supply chain
against supply chain” (Christopher, 1992), it has been stated that
“competition is not unfolding between individual ports but between
logistic chains” (Meersman and Van de Voorde, 1996).
According to the SCM perspective, ports have been considered as part
of the chains of companies involved, through upstream and downstream
linkages, in the processes and activities that create value to the final
client.

A port in the logistics chain

Port within global supply chains
• Ports play an important role in global logistics by
acting as a node for a network of parties engaged
in shipping and receiving goods
• Ports facilitate material transfer and associated
information flow and thereby contribute towards
efficient and effective global transport chains
• Ports serve as logistics platform and coordinate
the requirements placed by several stakeholders
such as shippers, carriers, terminal operators and
forwarding companies
• Ports transform into multimodal transport facilities
integrated to sea and hinterland modes

Lean & Agile ports
• Agility and leanness are two elements that allow ports to streamline
operations achieve coordination in order to make best use of
available resources.
• A lean port is one that as a business unit makes the best use of its available
resources (tangible & intangible assets) and by eliminating all sort of wastes
in the physical and documentary or information processes related to cargo
and modes, delivers perfect customer service
• An agile port is one that:
• Requires new management philosophy (within the PoA) embracing also those
pertaining to the network
• Can be adaptable, responsive, flexible and a centre of knowledge
• Gets involved in partnerships and strategic alliances (with inland depots)
• Fulfills the requirements of info-structure, infrastructure and superstructure
accessibilities
• Continuously tries to innovate,
• Performs research and evaluation of performance (anticipate the unanticipated)

Ever-larger containerships
• In 2015 some ships will have a capacity of 18 000 TEU. This is
the equivalent of a continuous lane of heavy goods vehicles
from Paris to Rotterdam.

Hub & Spoke System

Factors behind Transshipment
Factor
Substitution

Small ships instead of large ships (better asset utilization).
Water instead of land (modal shift).

Network expansion More links and wider coverage (more traffic and throughput).
Intersection and relay (transit between long distance services).
Imposed

Lack of port infrastructure (capacity unavailable for large ships).
Congestion (potential delays for large ships).
High port costs (port call charges versus volume).

Cost trade off

Savings in ship cost vs. additional port handling (advantages of
‘offshore’ locations).

Level of service

Transit Time (varied; depend on the port pairs).
Frequency (higher; more port calls).
Reliability (less; more potential for delays).

Appeal

Lead to surges in traffic (additional revenue).
Limited externalities (hinterland connections).

Liner Shipping Port Calls

18,6%
2,2%

62,0%

17,2%

Direct

One Transshipment

Two Transshipments

Three Transshipments

Major Hubs around the world
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Overhauling the EU transport sector
essential for a sustainable and competitive EU economy

Within the EU Framework ports along with the other transport
stakeholders should strive:
•Remove bottlenecks & improve coordination
•Deploy interoperable traffic management systems
•Invest in innovative technologies and transport systems

•Improve transport logistics
•Render transport services more efficient
•Enhance intermodal connections

Modal distribution in the European Union, USA,
Japan, China and Russia

Source: EU Energy and Transport in Figures (2010)

Port should strive for a better modal split
• The need for a better modal split (intermodality) exerts pressure on
ports to transform from a maritime port to a competitive multimodal
services facility
• Concerns about the negative impact of transportation requires ports
to respond and communicate effectively by enhancing/promoting
intermodality options
• Within Europe, maritime transportation may provide an alternative
solution to overland transportation, and road haulage in particular
• Short sea shipping should be clearly integrated into port strategies,
which are seeking to establish and strengthen multimodal and
intermodal transport chains combining maritime short sea shipping
with overland - and possibly rail - connections

European Commission on intermodality
•

•

“The Commission White Paper on the Common Transport
Policy of September 2001 stresses the development of
intermodality as a practical and effective means to achieve a
balanced transport system, and proposes not only the
development of Motorways of the Sea, high-quality integrated
intermodal maritime options, but also the more intensive use of
rail and inland waterway transport as key elements in this
strategy”.
“In order to cope with this growth in road freight transport,
short sea shipping, rail and inland waterways must be used
even more than today, and it is necessary to stimulate further
powerful initiatives from the transport and logistics sector, for
instance the development of technical innovations, to
decrease road congestion”.
Source: MP II Regulation No 1692/2006, 24/10/2006
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Short Sea Shipping as an alternative
to road haulage
• Short sea shipping (SSS) is the waterborne transport of cargo and
passengers by sea or inland waterways as part of the logistic
transport chain in Europe and the regions connected to Europe.
• According to the Commission's definition, short sea shipping
means maritime transportation between European ports or with
adjacent third countries (including a large proportion of the
Mediterranean): therefore, despite the implications of its name, it is
not restricted to short distances
• The main aim in short sea promotion is to support a modal shift
from the congested roads in Europe to sea. Short sea shipping
should evolve in a sustainable transport link in the door-to-door
supply chain.

Short Sea Shipping as an alternative
to road haulage (cont.)
SSS has been compared several times to road transport making
estimation and comparison of the two modes:
• In Paixão and Marlow (2002) the advantages of the SSS mode
versus the road transport were identified mainly in:
• lower freight rates due to inherent economies of scale,
• better environmental impact due to a limited energy consumption,
• some advantages for the truck drivers that are requested to drive
less hours,
• increased safety level due to minor accidents while working and
• benefits in terms of communications between some member
states.

Short Sea Shipping as an alternative
to road haulage (cont.)
• The development of conventional short sea shipping, up to now, still leaves a
sequence of inherent problems, which limits the maritime solution as a
strong competitive alternative to road transport in terms of delivery cost and
time
A number of obstacles still impede the further development of Short Sea
Shipping.
• First, many commercial players still view it, wrongly, as an old-fashioned
mode of transport.
• Second, full integration of Short Sea Shipping into door-to-door
multimodality remains to be accomplished.
• Third, the complexity of documentary and administrative procedures in
Short Sea Shipping is a fact that needs to be examined and tackled.
• Fourth, the efficiency of ports, port services and port-hinterland
connections needs to be enhanced”.
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Motorways of the Sea (MoS)
• Motorways of the Sea strives to establish a trans-European network
which concentrates flows of freight on viable, regular, and reliable seabased transport services in selected ports that are integrated in logistic
chains and cover all types of maritime freight operations, to:
• Reduce land transport congestion
• Increase use of more sustainable modes of transport
• Increase transport efficiency and effectiveness
• Improve accessibility to peripheral regions
• The use of MoS projects consists in connecting different corridors and to
provide shortcuts within the same corridor, by connecting core ports, core
ports with comprehensive ports, with the regional network of (sea)
terminals that may be connected to these ports and with the various
hinterland connections available and to be developed.
• These actions will expand the reach of the TEN-T core network corridors,
closing the gap between efficiency and cohesion

MoS (cont.)
• Motorways of the sea is at the forefront of
intermodal transport, which implies high
quality in terms of frequency, punctuality,
efficiency of transport services, respect of the
environment, exchange of information, speed
of the administrative and customs procedures,
efficiency of the equipment in ports and
accessibility of ports to good intermodal links
with the hinterland, in particular with the rest
of the trans-European network.

TEN-T Corridors

MoS within TEN-T
• Dual layer approach
• A comprehensive network: a European-wide transport network ensuring the accessibility to
all regions, including the remote and peripheral areas, for which overall fulfillment should
be complete by 2050
• A core network: consists of the most important infrastructure interventions as defined in the
comprehensive network – it could be considered the back-bone of the multimodal mobility
network
The new Core Network is composed of 9 corridors that will connect:
• 94 main European ports,
• 38 key airports with rail connections into major cities,
• 15,000 km of railway line upgraded to high speed and • 35 cross border projects to reduce bottlenecks.

The MoS corridors need to be connected to the core network in one of the following ways:
• a maritime link and its hinterland connections within the core network between two or more core
network ports;
• a maritime link and its hinterland connections between a core network port and ports of the
comprehensive network, with a special focus on the hinterland connections of the core and
comprehensive network ports.

Ports within MoS
• a motorway of the sea interface is a port infrastructure and
superstructure through which:
• Cargo flows seamlessly
• hinterland connections provide a fast door-2-door cargo pick up or delivery
• state of the art Information/technology systems are utilized

• The market winners will be those ports capable of:
•
•
•
•

Devising a strategy towards this change
Engaging in collaborations/synergies
Eliminating the bottlenecks and constraints
Promoting cargo consolidation along the trade routes they serve

Parameters for successful MoS
• Three conditions are necessary for a successful Motorway of the
Sea:
• In order to obtain the necessary concentration of freight flows,
choices have to be made concerning port and inter-modal corridors
and services
• The network needs to comprise ports which are efficient, lean and agile

• All players along the transport chain have to be committed to these
projects
• Involve transport stakeholders which adopt a lean and agile approach

• Motorways of the sea need to feature the best available quality
throughout the chain in order to be attractive to users

SSS within MoS
• SSS services are supported by European sustainable mobility
policies, provided that there is a minimum frequency of three
rotations per week, a maximum of 3 calls into ports and that
the services operate on one of the TEN (Trans-European
Network) corridors
• The development of the motorways of the sea allows/requires
the consolidation of freight along certain trade routes thereby
creating a critical mass required to sustain/develop viable
SSS services
• The implementation of the MoS requires the traditional
bottlenecks which occur in a port environment to be
eliminated thereby improving the efficiency of SSS services

MoS corridors map

MOS Corridors
• ‘Motorways of the sea’ refers to the four motorways of
the sea corridors that are defined in Priority Project 21
of the TEN-T guidelines:
• Motorway of the Baltic Sea (linking Baltic Sea states
with Member States in Central and Western Europe,
including the route through the North Sea/Baltic Sea
Canal) (2010);
• Motorway of the sea of western Europe (leading from
Portugal and Spain via the Atlantic Arc to the North
Sea and the Irish Sea) (2010);
• Motorway of the sea of south-east Europe (connecting
the Adriatic Sea to the Ionian Sea and the Eastern
Mediterranean to include Cyprus) (2010);
• Motorway of the sea of south-west Europe (western
Mediterranean), connecting Spain, France, Italy and
including Malta, and linking with the Motorway of the
Sea of south-east Europe (2010).

European SSS market and port
competition
• The operation of the European short sea shipping system seems to be
characterized by both competition and cooperation. Each port seeks to
attract and retain the largest number of shipping companies and users of
maritime transportation (freight forwarders, handlers, logisticians, etc.). At
the same time, specialization is limiting competition (going so far as to
create niche markets) and is thus creating a certain complementarity
between sites, which are required to perform intensive exchanges of full
or empty containers.
• A port's traffic (whether it is associated with short sea or deep sea
shipping) obviously depends on its hinterland. Competition means that
each port seeks to extend its hinterland to the detriment of the other
ports: in Europe, there are short distances between ports and the
hinterlands overlap considerably. The quality of overland links with the
interior is therefore an essential factor in the efficiency and
competitiveness of a sea port
• Consequently, the overland corridors serving the ports are key
components of transport policies, whether they concern infrastructures,
the quest for efficient and sustainable transportation, etc.

TEN-T Network (MOS)
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The Baltic Sea Motorway
• The Baltic Sea is almost the inner sea of the European Union.
Therefore, it has a significant position in the process of spatial
integration of the EU. The main element of integration is obviously a
transport system and as a consequence, the MoS policy has a
special role to play in the Baltic.
• Maritime transport plays a strategic role for cohesion and
accessibility in this area.
• But this very fact also integrates - in a unique way - the maritime
sector into overall perspectives of economic growth, cohesion,
regional and spatial development.
• The (2009) intermodal share of the corridor was 18% with the aim
to reach 56% in 2018 and ultimately in 2025 to reach 71%
• Furthermore, Russia as trading colossus in the area provides
another potential perspective for the economic growth of the
region

The Baltic Sea Motorway

Baltic sea corridor
German Baltic Sea coast to the Baltic States
Potential:

Eastbound 2 million tonnes RoRo 0,2 mill tonnes
containers and other SSS
Westbound: 5,2 mill tonnes RoRo 6,1 mill tonnes
containers and other SSS

East Sweden and Poland Potential:
Northbound 3,5 mill tonnes RoRo 1,5 mill tonnes
container and other SSS

Southbound: 5,2 mill tonnes RoRo 3,2 mill tonnes
containers and other SSS
German Baltic coast and southern Finland
Potential:

Northbound 3,2 mill tonnes RoRo 0,1 mill tonnes
containers and other SSS
Southbound: 3,7 mill tonnes RoRo 3,0 mill tonnes
containers and other SSS

Saved tonne-kms in % on total European
road transport work (tkm) –German Baltic
Sea coast to Baltic States 0,24% – Poland
- East Sweden 0,08% – German Baltic Sea
coast– Finland 0,12%

The Southeast European Motorway
• The area of East Mediterranean is an active sea region with
traditional trading relations among the countries surrounding the
area.
• It has been the East borders of Europe a segment with the
continents of Asia and Africa. The EU enlargement and the
insertion of several East European countries i.e. Cyprus, Slovenia,
situated in the “corner” of the EU requires measures that will
enable these countries to achieve more rapidly the maximum
economic and regional cohesion with the rest of the Member
States.
• The Sea Motorways concept is one of the measures that can
ensure smooth integration of these countries in the Community and
provide optimum connections with Center of Europe that would
diminish peripheriality.

The Southeast European
Motorway

The Southeast Corridor
Western Italy - Greece Potential:
Eastbound 0,4 mill tonnes RoRo 0,01 mill
tonnes containers and other SSS
Westbound: 0,2 mill tonnes RoRo below
10.000 tonnes of containers and other
SSS
Trieste/ Slovenia - Greece Potential:
Northbound 0,5 mill tonnes RoRo 0,2 mill
tonnes containers and other SSS
Southbound: 1,8 mill tonnes RoRo 4,2
mill tonnes containers and other SSS
Modal shift potential • Saved tonnekms in % on total European road
transport work (tkm) – Western Italy Greece no indication for an additional
modal shift potential – Triest/ Slovenia
- Greece 0,15%

The western European
motorway

The Western corridor
South coast Ireland and Spanish north coast and
Portugal Potential:
Northbound 2,4 mill tonnes RoRo below 0,01 mill. t.
containers and other SSS
Southbound: 2,1 mill tonnes RoRo below 0,01 mill t.
containers and other SSS
French North coast and Spanish north coast
Potential:
Northbound:1,5 mill tonnes RoRo 10,6 mill tonnes
containers and other SSS
Southbound: 1,9 mill tonnes RoRo 17,1 mill tonnes
containers and other SSS
French Atlantic coast and Spanish north coast
Potential:
Northbound: 3,0 million tonnes RoRo 5,5 million tonnes
containers and other SSS
Southbound: 3,5 million tonnes RoRo 9,8 million tonnes
containers and other SSS
Modal shift potential • Saved tonne-klm in
% on total European road transport work
(tkm) – Ireland - Spain/ Portugal 0,33% –
French North coast - Spanish north coast
0,49% – French Atlantic coast - Spanish
north coast 0,96%

The southwest European
Motorway

Southwest corridor
Spain - Northern Italy Potential:
Eastbound 4,2 mill tonnes RoRo 3,6 mill
tonnes containers and other SSS

Westbound: 4,4 mill tonnes RoRo 10,5 mill
tonnes containers and other SSS
France - Italy Potential:

Northbound :3 mill tonnes RoRo 0,9 mill
tonnes containers and other SSS
Southbound: 3,6 mill tonnes RoRo 1 mill
tonnes containers and other SSS
Modal shift potential • Saved tonne-kms
in % on total European road transport
work (tkm) – Spain - Northern Italy 0,1% –
France - Italy 0,1%
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Conclusions
• SSS can contribute effectively to modern logistics transport chains and is an
essential component of effective motorways of the sea networks
• SSS in not a peripheral mode of transport and should be closely integrated
with other modes
• Optimisation of SSS logistics chains will help to increase also environmental
performance (provide an alternative to road transport) and cost efficiency
• a further simplificationof the cumbersome SSS procedures could potentially
attract more maritime players and could enhance the services provided,
• Ports should become lean and agile in order to be avoid logistics problems,
by responding to volatile demands caused by market uncertainty
• MoS is required to play a central role for transport interoperability,
interconnections and integration of ports’ hinterland connections
• In most MoS corridors there is a potential for a better shift towards maritime
transport modes which should further be exploited
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